
o ’ T o o L E  a C C E P T s  
P r E s I D E n T I a L  a P P o I n T M E n T
President Barack Obama has appointed the University of Pittsburgh’s 
tara O’toole to the position of under secretary for science and technol-
ogy in the U.S. Department of homeland Security (DhS). O’toole, an MD 
whose appointment was confirmed by the U.S. Senate in November, was 
previously a professor of medicine in the School of Medicine and chief 
executive officer of the UPMC Center for Biosecurity. 

the science and technology directorate is the primary research and 
development arm of DhS. it addresses the full range of homeland secu-
rity issues, says O’toole, from biometrics and digital identity to situ-
ational awareness of national borders. it supports research on detection 
of chemical and biological weapons and countermeasures against the 
effects of such weapons. For O’toole, the appointment marks a return to 
government service; she was the U.S. assistant secretary of energy for 
environment, safety, and health from 1993–1997.

the biosecurity center is now under the leadership of former deputy 
director thomas inglesby, an MD associate professor of medicine at 
Pitt. O’toole says the center has become “known as an expert source of 
information on a wide variety of biosecurity issues, from the specifics of 
medical care to issues associated with mass casualty care in hospitals.”   

 —Chuck Staresinic

FOOtnOte 
Orthopaedic surgeon Victor prisk’s deepest  

cuts don’t require a scalpel—just barbells and  

lots of protein. the pitt prof and bodybuilder placed  

first in the welterweight division at the 2009  

north american bodybuilding Championships. a  

former competitive gymnast, he’s been known to  

mix work and play. among his research interests:  

musculoskeletal healing.

a new Home
Children’s Hospital of pittsburgh of UpmC prepared for the worst as it 

mobilized to receive 54 children uprooted from a Haitian orphanage as a 

result of the January earthquake. yet when a team of nurses and physi-

cians met the children at pittsburgh International airport, it found them 

in surprisingly good health. mild dehydration was the most common 

ailment—no broken bones, even. Once medically cleared, the children 

were welcomed at a hospital comfort center outfitted with cots and, of 

course, plenty of toys. 

the journey from the bresma orphanage in port-au-prince was 

fraught with logistical obstacles and required a coordinated effort by 

the children’s caretakers (pittsburgh natives Jamie and ali mcmutrie), 

UpmC, the U.s. department of Homeland security, the allegheny 

County department of Human services, and several other agencies and 

nonprofits. the children have been adopted by families in the U.s., 

Canada, spain, and elsewhere or taken in by the Holy Family Institute 

in pittsburgh.   —Ben Korman
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Devoted to noteworthy happenings 

in the medical school 
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Faculty snapshots

scleroderma, characterized by a thicken-

ing of the skin and organs, is not the 

most fashionable of rheumatic dis-

eases. although it affects as many people as 

multiple sclerosis, it receives just 10 percent of 

the amount of federal research funding. In rec-

ognition of decades of much-needed work on 

scleroderma awareness and research, thomas 

medsger Jr., an md, was recently awarded 

the scleroderma Foundation’s Lifetime 

achievement award. He is pitt’s Gerald p. 

rodnan professor of medicine and director of 

the scleroderma research program. medsger’s 

legacy extends to future generations of 

researchers. six of his former mentees have 

developed scleroderma programs at other 

institutions.

Killing cancer cells is relatively easy; 

killing cancer cells without also killing 

healthy cells is the challenge. Christopher 

bakkenist is meeting this challenge head-

on, thanks to a $50,000 scientific merit 

award from the Lung Cancer research 

Foundation. bakkenist, a phd assistant pro-

fessor of radiation oncology, is searching 

for a less-destructive alternative to current 

cancer therapies. 

Jill siegfried has been awarded a $1 mil-

lion grant from the V Foundation for Cancer  

research in support of clinical trials. the 

award comes as a result of promising lung 

cancer research from siegfried, a phd and 

coleader of the University of pittsburgh 

Cancer Institute’s Lung and thoracic 

malignancies program, and Olivera Finn, 

a phd, distinguished professor, and chair of 

pitt’s department of Immunology. the grant 

will support one trial exploring the use of 

estrogen-blocking treatment in women to 

prevent lung cancer from occurring, recurring, 

or spreading. another trial tests a vaccine 

shown to boost immunity against cancer. the 

V Foundation was established by former north 

Carolina state University basketball coach Jim 

Valvano, who died of cancer.   —Tiffani Emig 

stalkers have made headlines for terrorizing stars such as Uma thurman, britney spears, and mel 

Gibson. but the majority of stalking victims aren’t gracing the pages of People. twelve percent of 

women and 4 percent of men have been stalked, says ryan shugarman (Fel ’08). shugarman, now 

a forensic psychiatrist at saint elizabeths Hospital in Washington, d.C., investigates these little-

studied cases.

On the victims of stalking
no one is immune from stalkers. Victims can be young or old, but the average age is 28. It is a 

highly prevalent phenomenon. Women are three times more likely to be stalked than raped. ... the 

majority of stalking victims know their stalkers. In 30 percent of the cases, victims are stalked by 

former intimate partners. these victims are at the greatest risk of being harmed. across all stalking 

cases, serious injury is infrequent, occurring in only 15 to 19 percent of the cases. 

On people who stalk
you can’t just look at someone and say, “He is high-functioning and doesn’t have the potential 

for stalking.” but some individuals are predisposed. they are often underemployed or unem-

ployed, lack a history of successful relationships, and have concurrent substance abuse or psychiat-

ric disorders. but the majority of stalkers are not psychotic, contrary to popular belief. the majority 

are male—68 to 87 percent. eighty to 85 percent are unmarried at the time of the offense. 

On treating stalkers
typically they will not seek treatment on their own. most who receive psychiatric evaluation are 

court-ordered to do so. therapy involves [training the stalkers to empathize] with their victims, 

identifying motives, and showing how problematic this behavior is for their own lives. Often, stalk-

ers don’t initially experience remorse or shame about their conduct. many don’t see their behavior 

as problematic.  Imprisonment may not deter stalkers. that is what makes it such an interesting 

phenomenon. they feel a strong desire to engage in this phenomenon, sometimes at any expense.

His question for us
With stalking so prevalent, why isn’t there more research about it and training for clinicians about 

how to effectively treat these individuals?   —Interview by Cristina Rouvalis

a&Q
ryan shugarman: Understanding stalkers
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h a v I n G  a  ( s o f T )  b a L L 
this is a community of high achievers. But it’s unlikely that, aside from 
second-year med student Kellie Middleton, many have a .400 career bat-
ting average.

Middleton, a Georgia native, came to the School of Medicine after 
playing NCAA Division i softball at the University of Notre Dame and the 
University of Georgia. (She’d graduated from Notre Dame early and had a 
year of athletic eligibility remaining.) At Georgia, the starting center fielder 
earned a Master of Public health degree. then the Akron racers of the 
National Pro Fastpitch softball league chose the speedy Middleton in the 
first round of the draft in 2007.

When she entered med school last year, Middleton decided to keep her 
body moving by teaching kickboxing, rather than remaining a softball pro. 

Middleton would like to be a physician who con-
centrates on bringing a higher quality of care to under-
served populations.

She credits her family for inspiring her to aim high. 
“My dad comes from a family of 14. he was taught to 
work hard, be the best, and express himself in whatever 
field he enjoyed most.”

Middleton’s brother, William, was a fifth-round draft 
pick for the NFl’s Atlanta Falcons. Another brother, 
Wyatt, is in the U.S. Naval Academy, where he also plays 
football. his sister was in the stands when Pitt defeated 
the Midshipmen, 24–17, in September. “it was just 
before a huge exam, but i went anyway. Navy did not 
play well.”   —Joe Miksch

starzl Given
IOm medal
thomas e. starzl has 

won the Institute 

of medicine’s 2009 

Gustav O. Lienhard 

award. starzl, md/phd 

distinguished service 

professor of surgery in 

the school of medicine 

and director emeritus of the thomas e. 

starzl transplantation Institute, earned a 

medal and a $25,000 prize with the award.

a household name in pittsburgh 

and giant in modern medicine, starzl is 

renowned for advancing the science and 

techniques of organ transplantation and 

immunology.

“surgery and medicine have been pro-

foundly affected by the transformative work 

of dr. tom starzl and his clinical teams,” 

says Harvey Fineberg, president of the 

Institute of medicine.   —JM

starzl

Flashback 
In 1796, english doctor edward Jenner 

created history’s first vaccine; it 

involved fluid from the cowpox pus-

tules of bovines. this 1802 cartoon—

rendered with cows emerging from 

britons’ faces, limbs, and rumps—

satirizes a once-widespread fear that 

inoculation would induce bovine char-

acteristics in people. though perhaps 

for more nuanced and sophisticated 

reasons, many still fear vaccination. 

pitt’s ernesto marques, an md/phd 

in pitt’s Center for Vaccine research, 

notes, “two-hundred years later, 

we’ve got the same kind of story  

making headlines.” C
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middleton: big-league material



name-dropping
science 2009, the University of pittsburgh’s annual science festival, 

brought these distinguished guests to town in October.  

Victor ambros, a phd and the Lasker award-winning 

silverman professor of natural sciences in the molecular medicine 

program at the University of massachusetts medical school, gave 

the dickson prize in medicine Lecture. ambros was among the first to 

uncover the mysteries of microrna, tiny rna strands once thought to 

be junk, which turned out to be gene silencers and activators.

the mellon Lecture was presented by Cori bargmann, 

torsten n. Wiesel professor and head of the Laboratory of neural 

Circuits and behavior at rockefeller University. bargmann’s expertise 

lies in the neurology of C. elegans, a roundworm that’s proved to be 

highly valuable in biomedical research. (the worm is where ambros 

first came across microrna.) bargmann, a phd, discussed the genes 

that regulate how these nematodes recognize one another and how 

they interact socially.

bruce beutler, md professor and chair of the department of 

Genetics at the scripps research Institute, gave the Klaus Hofmann 

Lecture on how the innate immune system detects infections. beutler, 

who is a member of the Institute of medicine and the national 

academy of sciences, has dedicated his career to understanding 

molecular and genetic roles in inflammation as well as how organ-

isms use inborn resistance to combat infectious diseases.   —JM

s H a p e - s H I F t e r s
though not an ideal procedure, it is  
possible to put a square peg into a round 
hole. but it’s much better to match 
square with square and round with 
round. Ivet bahar, John K. Vries Chair 
of the department of Computational 
biology in the school of medicine, has 
made a discovery regarding the shape, 
or shapes, of proteins that may make it 
easier to design more effective drugs. 

the theory was that drug binding 
causes a change in the target protein’s 
structure. However, bahar and her then-
doctoral student, ahmet bakan (phd ’09), 
found—by computer modeling three 
common drug targets—that a protein has 
many different conformations and that 
the ligand, a binding molecule (shown 
right in black), attaches to the shape 
it fits best. this better fit, bahar says, 
leads to more effective control of the pro-
tein’s function. right: the shape-shifting 
of this kinase, which is of interest in 
inflammatory diseases, helped bahar’s 
lab rethink the fundamentals of protein 
binding. arrows show which way key 
structural elements are likely to move, 
based on modeling (green) and experi-
ments (purple).   —JM
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